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Key Questions
• What can help me as I write, read, and organize 
myself for writing tasks?
• Who can help me with questions down the road?
Writing in English: OED
• My BFF: The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)
– Spelling (including US and UK variants)
– Word origin
– Pronunciation (US and UK variants)
– Hyphenation
– Examples of use and EXACT meanings
…via library subscription; remote access: NTK, Charles
OED Case Study
Writing in English: Scholar & Ngrams
• Google Scholar
– Checking prepositions, appropriate terminology
– Use quotation marks to search for an exact phrase
• Google Ngrams (=books only, and only books in a 
particular corpus!)
– Check terminology changes over time 
– Trends
Scholar Case Study
Scholar Case Study
Scholar Case Study
Note: 
• Make sure, if you use Google Scholar, your 
library links are active
Ngrams Case Study
Writing in English: Wikipedia EN
• Fact checking
• Exactness in terminology for fields you are not an 
expert in and which may not be in a dictionary
• Correct capitalization for technical terms, names of 
equations and theories
Wikipedia Case Study
Writing in English: Style Guides and 
Manuals
• English does not have an international or national 
“standardization board”
• Every publication has its own style guide to govern:
– Punctuation and capitalization
– Heading style and other formatting issues
– Citation/referencing styles
– Preferred English variant
Style Guides and Manuals Example
Note: IEEE is updating 
its style manual any day 
now! The 2017 version 
will soon be obsolete.
Writing in English: Style Guides and 
Manuals
• Always check journal guidelines! Editorial staff 
can modify publisher-wide guidelines
• Sometimes, hard to find
Style Guide Case Study
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Writing in English: Choosing Keywords
• Why are keywords important?
• MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
• IEEE Thesaurus and Taxonomy
• Mathematics Subject Classification
• Journal style guide or manual: sometimes list suggested 
keywords and encourage authors to ask editors about 
appropriate keywords
• Use keywords from articles in your field, suggested by your 
mentor, from articles written by authors you admire
Choosing Keywords Case Study
Choosing Keywords Case Study
https://mathscinet.ams.org/mathscinet/msc/msc2010.html
Reading in English: Slow, Careful 
Reading Means Better Writing
• Journals in your field 
– Do you know what they are? (MJ/JZ lecture)
– Form a journal reading club
• Beyond your field
– Old school 
– Use print to slow down
– Browsing (Periodicals Reading Room, Floor 3)
– Reading standard English textbooks
– Library discovery
• Everything library owns in print or subscribes to
– Well-edited journals covering many fields
• Science, Nature, National Geographic
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Reading in English: Built Environment & 
Architecture Students
• Le Corbusier – PLANS
– Notes, diagrams, plans and drawings
• Artstor
– 5+ million images of the world’s cultural heritage, 
all rights-cleared for use in education
• JSTOR
– Key architecture, art, garden & landscape journals
Built Environment & Architecture 
Students Case Study
Built Environment & Architecture 
Students Case Study
Organizing
• Get an ORCID (your author identifier through 
time)
• Use an article organization/reference 
management tool
– Mendeley
– JabRef (excellent LaTeX integration + integrated 
search)
– Zotero
– EndNote (UCT Prague and IOCB)
– Old School: Paper
Example: Mendeley
Key Questions
• What key resources can help me as I write, 
read, and organize myself?
• Schedule a consultation
– Please don’t be shy; our team includes doctoral students who know 
the issues you face
• Drop-in sessions (no scheduling needed/Floor 2)
– Cite Properly: Mondays, 16:00-17:00
– LaTeX: Mondays, 17:00-18:00
– Scientific Writing in English: Wednesdays, 15:00-16:00
– International Student Support: Wednesdays, 17:00-18:00
• Architecture specialist
More Help?
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